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Mumtaz Karimjee: In Search of an Image
Dr. Alice Correia
Although Mumtaz Karimjee exhibited regularly throughout the 1980s and into the 1990s, her
photographic work has been under researched in art historical scholarship examining the
work of British artists during those decades. As a self-taught, independent photographer
Karimjee made significant contributions, as an artist, writer, and a curator, to the aesthetic
and political debates taking place during what has become known as “the critical decade”.i
From documentary images recording the daily life of women in China and the Bangladeshi
community in Whitechapel, to conceptual self-portraits that combine image and text, her
work deftly weaves together post-colonial, feminist and queer issues and provocations, while
simultaneously addressing how photographic images ‘work’.
Mumtaz Karimjee was born in Bombay, grew up in Tanzania, and completed her O levels in
Sussex. She attended secretarial college in London and then worked, before returning to
higher education as a mature student; Karimjee completed her BA Hons in Modern
Languages (Chinese and German) at the Polytechnic of Central London in 1982, having
spent time studying in China- at Beijing University (1978-9) and then Nanjing University
(1980-1). She started taking photographs during her studies, and while in China initiated two
important bodies of work; one documenting women in contemporary Chinese society, and
the other exploring the poetic as a mode of contestation. Women in China 1949-1985, is an
essay combining image and text and considers the changing position of women in China
since 1949. It specifically sought to present Chinese women as not only active in, but central
to society. Images included scenes of female labourers carrying shovels walking down a
dusty rural road; women farmers working in paddy fields; and young mothers playing with
children in a playground.

Other images captured the depiction of women on billboards and street murals. Notes from
the City of the Sun (1983-5), included a colour image of a sand dune, the sharp shadows
and clear blue sky starkly contrasting with other images of misty river scenes, of boats, and
shadowy figures at work. One critic described these as “images of mist, colour, and purely
artistic”.ii Karimjee’s photographs were accompanied by poems by which the artist herself
had translated.iii These poems were written by eminent Chinese scholars, Gu Chen, Shu
Ting and Bei Dao, who were closely associated with the pro-democratic movement, and
were understood by the artist, and Chinese audiences, as acts of contestation.iv Her decision

to use theses specific poets in her work therefore signalled a form of solidarity with peoples
facing struggle and oppression across the globe.
Having completed her studies Karimjee worked towards establishing herself as a
photographer and has acknowledged that a critical moment in her career, and in her
identification as an artist, occurred in 1983. That year she was included in the exhibition
Black Women Time Now, staged at the Battersea Arts Centre, and curated by Lubaina
Himid. Recalling the status of Black women artists during early 1980s, Himid stated:
“Women artists were not being recognised as having a place in the visual arts generally and
even the Feminist art movement had not given us enough room to manoeuvre within the
discussions they were having in the art school and around the kitchen table. … I was hungry
to show with other black women to see whether there was a conversation to be had amongst
ourselves around showing space, political place and visual art histories, how to develop
ideas around making, visual representation, belonging and identity.”v
Within the context of Black Women Time Now, and subsequent exhibitions, including Jagrati,
Greenwich Citizens Gallery, 1986, Karimjee was able to align herself with a group of feminist
artists of colour, who were directly concerned with questioning normative, mainstream
modes of representation, and in particular, challenge the ways in which Black women were
presented within western art and culture. At the same time, as a writer, Karimjee was a
contributor to the magazine, Mukti; established in 1983 and initially published in six South
Asian languages, Mukti was produced by a collective of diasporic South Asian women who
aimed to voice concerns of a broad female community in Britain. Articles addressed such
topics as the strictures of arranged marriage; deportations and citizenship rights; female
sexual fulfilment; perceptions of lesbianism in South Asian cultures; and incest and child
sexual abuse, presented in a tone of defiant feminism.vi As such, Karimjee was part of a
generation of artists, scholars and activists whether born and/or raised in Britain, who sought
to counter the objectifying imagery of Black and South Asian women in circulation in the
popular media.
In her article of 1984, “Hateful Contraries: Media Images of Asian Women”, published in the
photographic journal Ten:8, Pratibha Parmar pinpointed two contradictory stereotypes of
Asian women, “represented on the one hand as sexually erotic creatures, full of Eastern
promise and on the other as completely dominated by their men, mute and oppressed wives
and mothers”.vii Indeed, as the Mukti Collective asserted, “We usually have to endure
constant ‘objectification’, that is, being judged on our external appearance as if we are
merely inanimate … ‘culturally exotic’”.viii Parita Trivedi’s essay “To Deny Our Fullness: Asian
Women in the Making of History” was included in the Feminist Review, and challenged Asian
women to critically enact and create “new imaginings” of themselves.ix Karimjee, along with
artists including Zarina Bhimji, Sutapa Biswas, and Chila Burman, seemingly took up this
challenge. In 1986, with Amina Patel, Manjula Mukherjee and Vibha Osbon, Karimjee
organised the exhibition Aurat Shakti at the Cockpit Gallery, London, and touring. She
curated the first exhibition of female Indian photographers staged at Horizon Gallery, London
(1987-8); and was coordinator of the Spectrum Women’s Photography Festival, London
(1987-8) where she presented her series My Mothers My Sisters and In Search of An Image.

In addition, she was a member of the Black Women and Photography group, which
produced the important photography journal Polareyes (1987).
Aurat Shakti, translated as Women’s Power, was a collaborative community exhibition in
which the four participating artists including Karimjee interviewed and photographed a range
of women and women’s groups, discussing the complexities of their lives and their
experiences as South Asian women in Britain. The resulting images and textual transcripts
were then presented alongside images of the participants selected from their personal
photography albums. The exhibition sought to emphasise the multiplicity of voices amongst
the South Asian community, and actively redress the situation whereby mainstream
photojournalism was the principle mode of presenting South Asian women to a general
public. Instead, the artists, “used posed portrait photography along with personal
photographs in order to contest and highlight the differences between the images taken by
the photographer which constructs the subject, and the subject’s personal photographic
selections”. x
During the making of Aurat Shakti, Karimjee came to
the conclusion “that our image as women of South
Asian descent in this country can’t be separated from
the image of women in the Indian subcontinent”.xi As a
consequence, she started work on two interconnected
bodies of work: the series My Mothers My Sisters, and
In Search of An Image. My Mothers My Sisters
comprised black and white documentary images of
women and girls taken during a trip to India, funded by
the Women’s Solidarity Fund. Images include, a statue
of Rani Chennamma of Kittur, a freedom fighter, who
fought British Imperialism in the early nineteenth
century; women on marches protesting against the
reintroduction of Sati; a young girl at a toy making
workshop; and the presentation of women as skilled
crafts people. When the series was exhibited in the
1989 touring exhibition Fabled Territories: New Asian
Photography in Britain, Karimjee wrote in the
catalogue:
“My Mothers My Sisters represents the beginning of my photographic journey home. This
journey is essential for me to re-create a vision of my home and family in its broadest sense.
It is necessary for me because my vision of my home and family has, in the past, been
distorted and denied. To find my own home I have needed to reclaim the stories of My
Mothers and My Sisters, stories which have been made invisible by colonial and patriarchal
history. In reclaiming their stories I am also attempting to break the mould, the image of
passive victim into which South Asian women have so often been forced by showing instead
their strength, courage and dignity”.xii
For one critic, Karimjee’s portrait series offered “viewers the images they need to assuage
their hunger for powerful portraits of Indian women”.xiii Drawing on a matrilineal history of

anti-colonial struggle, My Mothers My Sisters offered a diversity of women, who were shown
as active agents in their own lives, whether challenging social injustices and patriarchal
structures, or as homemakers or workers. Cumulatively these images may be regarded as
an unambiguous affirmation of female agency, Karimjee’s aggregated community of women
challenging value-laden assumptions of South Asian womanhood in Britain. Here the
multiplicity of women demonstrates the pluralities of Indian female experience beyond
reductive and essentializing tropes.
If My Mothers My Sisters was an outward looking redress to the prevailing misconceptions
about South Asian women, In Search of An Image was an attempt to construct a self-portrait
that openly and actively addressed personal concerns, principally the matter of her own
sexuality. Drawing on Gloria Anzaldua’s book Borderlands,xiv in which the author offered a
semi-autobiographical discussion of gender, identity, race, and colonialism, in In Search of
An Image Karimjee sought to reflect on her own sexuality and homosexuality, and address
both colonial British and South Asian attitudes towards lesbianism. In this, Karimjee was
informed by Anzaldua’s assertion that:
“For the lesbian of color [sic], the ultimate rebellion she can make against her native culture
is through her sexual behaviour” … “through I’ll defend my race and culture when they are
attacked by non-mexicanos, I abhor some of my culture’s ways, how it cripples its women …
No, I do not buy all the myths of the tribe into which I was born”. xv
In Search of An Image comprises two panels respectively titled “The Eastern Disease?” and
“The Western Disease?”; each panel includes three self-portrait images accompanied by
extracts from historic and contemporary texts regarding lesbianism. “The Eastern Disease?”
starts with an extract from Sir Richard Francis Burton’s (1821-1890) translation of The
Thousand and One Nights, published in 1885, in which he described the “Moslem Harem” as
“a great school for this ‘Lesbian (which I call Atossan) love”. Alongside this quotation is an
image is a veiled woman lying on richly patterned carpet. In this self-portrait Karimjee is
replicating the visual conventions of nineteenth century Orientalist paintings which
voyeuristically presented scenes of erotic, exotic women for the privileged look of western
men.
In his ground-breaking book Orientalism, first published in 1978, Edward Said outlined and
then critiqued the tradition of false and romanticized images of Asia and the Middle East in
Western culture which served as an implicit justification for both historic and contemporary
colonial and imperial incursions. Said argued that Western writings and depictions of the
‘Orient’, and the perceptions of the East purveyed in them, cannot be taken at face value;
that whether consciously or not, artists such as William James Muller, inherently depicted
the Orient as subservient to British Imperial rule. Discussing works such as Muller’s A Slave
Market Cairo, 1841 (Bury Art Gallery and Museum), and Thomas Phelan’s An Egyptian
Beauty, 1885 (Towneley Hall and Art Gallery, Burnley), Emma Anderson noted that “The
women depicted in these pictures symbolise the whole Orient as passive, luxuriant and
subservient in comparison with the West, the invisible yet controlling gaze of artist and
viewer, conceived in entirely masculine terms as dominant and active”. xvi Karimjee’s image
plays with Orientalist tropes of luxury and subservience to great effect; Leaning on her front,
and facing a mirror with her right hand held close to the glass, her stiffly outstretched fingers

are reflected; surrounded by lit candles and smoking incense sticks, the artist has created an
atmosphere of mystery and magic. The second image presents a variation on the first, while
in the final third image, we see the figure now twisted around, lying on her side, with her
head propped up on her hand. She looks directly out at the viewer, confronting audiences
with a glasses-wearing female beauty, and confounding expectations of sexual availability by
being fully clothed. In these images Karimjee performs and undermines colonial narratives of
oriental sexuality through a system of mimicry - what Homi Bhabha has described as being
“almost the same but not quite”.xvii For Bhabha, the power of the mimic and the performed
iteration of the colonial stereotype lies in its doubled articulation: on the one hand seeming to
confirm to the stereotype while simultaneously challenging and deauthorizing it through
slight and nuanced differences. As Bhabha argued, the only way of displacing the
stereotyped image is “by engaging with its effectivity.”xviii Thus, in the project of decolonizing
the visual representations of South Asian women, one of the central strategies used by
Karimjee was to appropriate pre-existing Orientalist imagery in order to highlight its
ideological nature. When these photographs were first exhibited at Sisterwrite Bookshop,
London, alongside My Mothers My Sisters, under the collective title, My Mothers My Sisters
Myself, as part of the 1988 Spectrum Women’s Photography Festival, in their review for
Feminist Art News, Rachael Cox and Sylvia Parker responded by suggesting that, “She says
you expect me as an Asian woman to wear a sari and to be the familiar peasant woman. I
am wearing a sari, but am I what you think? Look closely now”. xix
The text and images presented as “The Western Disease?” offered a meditation on
lesbianism from a South Asian perspective, which regarded homosexuality as a “modern
product of the West”.xx Karimjee’s text addresses issues of Izzat – honour - in patriarchal
social and familial structures, while her self-portraits show her facing the camera. In front of
her image are burning candles and incense sticks, this time creating an aura of meditative
contemplation. In the first image Karimjee is seen with her head bowed, her cheeks cupped
in her hands, while in the second, she looks out at the camera; here a faint smile suggests a
reconciliation and determination to simply be who she is and face whatever challenges may
come. The third image shows those challenges in stark terms; the artist is seen reading an
Indian newspaper article, the headline of which reads, “Umilla weds Leela, both get sacked”.
Between the two panels is a single image of the artist crouching at the base of a large tree;
her face is obscured, tucked within her knees, which are tightly hugged by her arms. It is a
picture of uncertainty; the figure’s physical demeanour is one of vulnerability, even fear, and
she is seemingly taking refuge under the branches of the ancient tree. The uncertainty
presented in the image presented between these two Eastern and Western positions was
summarised by the artist, when she wrote, “For me I have to take on both the racism of the
society in which I live and the homophobia of my own community. Both deny me a space in
which I can safely explore my own sexuality, a sexuality which is mine and not a result of my
ethnic origins or the fact that I live here in the west”. xxi Nonetheless, in citing Anzaldua, and
a forthright desire to make “a new culture, … with my own lumber, my own bricks and mortar
and my own feminist architecture”,xxii Karimjee marks her position, stakes her claim and
asserts her rights to be herself. Discussing In Search of An Image, artist Sunil Gupta has
reflected, “Karimjee’s work is a brave attempt to reclaim a space for herself, caught as we
are in a climate of blame and the instant threat of excommunication from the culture/race. As

the first published piece of ‘out’ lesbian work by a Muslim woman in this country it is
historic”.xxiii
Mumtaz Karimjee’s last major artwork was Labismina: A Survivor of Child Sexual Abuse
Returns from the Underworld, 1992. Labismina was commissioned by Autograph, the
Association of Black Photographers, for inclusion in the exhibition, Mis(sed)
Representations, which toured The Cave Arts Centre Birmingham and Bluecoat Gallery,
Liverpool in 1992; it is an audio-visual tape slide, made in collaboration with Lindsay River,
and which also includes songs and paintings by Carmen Tunde Williams. Labismina may be
considered as a multi-part presentation of songs, paintings, shadow puppetry, photographic
self-portraiture, poetry, and text, drawing on ancient myth, colonial histories of violence,
survivors’ testimony and contemporary scholarship in order to address child abuse, from the
child’s perspective; throughout, a narrator asserts their identity “as a Black survivor…”.
Labismina takes its title from a Brazilian folk tale about Dona Labismina, who was born in the
form of a snake, while her twin sister, Maria, was born human. During childhood, Labismina
protects Maria from becoming a child bride. At puberty, Labismina retreats to the sea but
reassures Maria that she will return if help is needed. In return Labismina asks Maria to call
for her on her wedding day so that she -Labismina- may be transformed from snake to
woman. But Maria forgets to call for Labismina on the day of her marriage and confined to
the sea, Labismina rages. Karimjee and River explained that, “For us, Dona Labismina has
come to represent not only a protective power but the angry and avenging part of ourselves
that we often try to leave behind and forget about”. But, they continued, “Owning the angry
sea-snake part of ourselves is a crucial way back from the underworld”. xxiv Throughout the
slide-tape, the Underworld is used metaphorically for the state of confined silent rage that
survivors of child abuse find themselves trapped within. But the artists suggest, in
harnessing rage, and using it productively to speak, survivors can be liberated. The
penultimate slide is a text panel, citing bell hooks:
“Moving from silence into speech is for the oppressed, the colonized, the exploited, and
those who stand and struggle side by side a gesture of defiance that heals, that makes new
life and new growth possible. It is that act of speech, of ‘talking back’, that is no mere gesture
of empty words, that is the expression of our movement from object to subject – the liberated
voice”.xxv
Prominent and recurring images throughout the slide-tape are a series of photographic selfportraits of Karimjee cloaked in black, wearing a feathered owl mask on her face. She is
positioned within a sparce and wintery environment. The figure of the owl, which is also
present elsewhere in the work in the form of a wooden figurine, is suggestive of a wise and
benevolent protector, who also bears witness; the feathery mask offers the opportunity to
speak without complete exposure. During a sequence of images showing Karimjee wearing
the owl-mask, a voice recounts: “As a Black survivor of child sexual abuse I know all abuse
is about the misuse of power. … I know that power takes different forms. As individual
beings we all have an inner power, the power of our creative energy, power within”. It is
significant that towards the end of the slide-tape the owl-figure is pictured without the mask;
Karimjee, looking out at the audience holds her cloak open to reveal its interior studded with
stars, suggestive of a celestial transformation.

Photographing women, whether in China, India, or Britain, or presenting her own selfportrait, Karimjee sought to probe and challenge stereotypes, and unpick the ways in which
Britain presented its ‘others’ to itself. Throughout the 1980s and early 1990s Karimjee was
part of a network of artists for whom, “To be a Blackwoman and to be a photographer
constitutes a strong political statement”.xxvi Her images make visible communities rendered
marginal and invisible in mainstream British culture, and in the act of photographing,
Karimjee asserts both collective and individual identities. Her work is a testament to her
resistance and resilience when faced with “the racism, sexism and homophobia of the white
dominant society in which I live and the sexism and homophobia of the society into which I
was born”.xxvii
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